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Energy Efficiency in

Commercial
New Construction

Get Started
Invite Efficiency Vermont to a kick-off or early
design meeting, for maximum technical and
financial support.

www.efficiencyvermont.com/cnc
pics@efficiencyvermont.com
855-317-2254

Energy-smart buildings

“Working with Efficiency Vermont, we’ve
received feedback and guidance every step
of the way. Their support allows us to make
high-quality buildings that everyone can be
proud of.”

are more cost-efficient, more comfortable, and more
durable—providing a better return on investment.

Above-Code Equipment

Equipment Approach

Efficiency Vermont
provided financial support
for efficient equipment,
enabling above-code
energy performance.
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Certification - Achieving High Performance
or Net Zero certification includes official
recognition of key project team members, and
the option for Efficiency Vermont-led publicity
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Financial incentives - Scaled to your level
of involvement and achievement
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Energy consultation - Optimize design and
technology choices for energy efficiency
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Set energy goals - Meet early in the design
process to build in high performance, from
the ground up
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Choose a performance level that works for you:
E F F I CI E

The Efficiency Vermont Approach:

Bob Duncan
Duncan Wisniewski Architects

energy savings

Norwich University
Moderate Assistance
Above-Code Performance

Whole Building Approach

Supporting a comprehensive
approach to energy efficiency,
Efficiency Vermont helped
this customer attain a high
performance goal.

Northfield Savings Bank
Extensive Assistance
Best Building Performance

Efficiency Vermont worked
closely with the project team
to set a path to achieve their
net zero goal.

Whole Building Approach
*Versus 2015 VT CBES

How we partner with you over the course of a project
Preliminary
Design

Schematic
Design

Design
Development

Construction
Documents

Construction
Administration

PostConstruction

Get Started
Bring us to the table at your first
design meeting, to maximize
impact and incentives.

Establish goals, roles,
and begin to evaluate
efficiency options

Analyze options for
costs & benefits, assess
project economics and
preliminary incentive
package
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Technical consultation
& review, refining for
efficiency, finalizing
incentive package

Review value engineering
proposals for energy and
incentive impacts, adjust
where necessary

Contribute to site
meetings, assist with
procurement and
installation

Verify and certify
efficiency achievements
and pay incentives

www.efficiencyvermont.com/cnc
pics@efficiencyvermont.com
855-317-2254

